Mythical Institution

The Mythical Institution is an independent art school and Minecraft project space that explores the subjectivity of avatarian art-production and
the formation of cultural mythologies in online spaces.

an outlook

an outlook is a Minecraft art-production and event-curation realm. Hosting exhibitions that feature international artists, it provides a space for
highly emergent, avatarian practices.

bauen wohnen denken

bauen wohnen denken is a durational roleplay series co-founded by Jan
Berger, Katharina Hantke, Nikolaus Kockel & Nora Schön. The Project
aims to explore gaming culture as a space for artistic exploration, cultural
prototyping and community building.

Minecraft Project Space, Discord server, social media
since 2019

gallery server, curated exhibitions
2019 - 2021

LARP server, collaborative practice
2021 - 2022

mythical-institution.org

Minecraft Project Space, Discord server, social media, 2019 - ongoing
webpage: https://mythical-institution.org/

mythical-institution.org
Institution Main Page

An open call was taking place in August 2019 that led to successful ap- Disclaimer: The Mythical Institution is aware of its exalted representation
plicants being admitted to exhibit in the Mythical Institution’s first public and its respective classist implications. It also understands its own symbolgroup exhibition titled “Le Grand Trampolage”. All applicants received a ism regarding its insignia.
thorough feedback stating the reason for admittance or rejection, a very
kind gesture, which was, however, not appreciated by all applicants. Weird.

an outlook

gallery server, curated exhibitions, 2019 - 2021
webpage: https://mythical-institution.org/an-outlook/news.php

an outlook
Gallery Sub Page

An outlook is the newest outlet of contemporary art practice affiliated with the idiosyncratic beliefs of the Mythical
Institution. Hosting exhibitions featuring international artists an outlook provides a space for highly emergent avatarian practices. Through ambitious curation an outlook

serves to strengthen the already impressive influence the
Mythical Institution has in establishing international art
precedents and has proven many a times how it subjects
art-making to critical scrutiny. Visitors may join exhibitions
via RSVP through an official minecraft server (free of charge).

an outlook
Le Grand Trampolage
showcase, Goldsmithis UoL

Le Grand Trampolage

group exhibition in Minecraft, 01.12.2019 - 29.02.2020
see: archive

For the residency phase from October
to December 2019 AD artists were invited to develop their work unhindered
by mortal concerns. To adequately accomodate the participants, multiple
amenities were made accessible within the legendary estate, such as the
in-house library, a holistic canteen and
a greenhouse. At the day of le grand
opening a pop-up bar has been permanently installed.

opening celebrations. Upon consumption the fruit would cause artists and
visitors to teleport away a short distance, which ensured an unforgettable
art experience.

During the opening, chorus fruit was
served, which artists were encouraged
to collectively consume during the
with: Melanie Bonajo, Theresa
Büchner, Stefan Cantante, Lola Mae,
Mila Slominsky, Philip Ullman, Sonja
Yakovleva and Robert Yang.

Landesgartenschau 2020

group exhibition in Minecraft, 15.05.2020 - 30.07.2020
see: archive

Located on the fringes of a beautiful
zero-emission-zone, the Marie Therese
Memorial Lake, seven artists submitted themselves to nature’s splendour.
Amidst an ancient garden memorial,
the mysterious Magnum Opus of Hellenic culture, large scale works were
conceived as monuments to mother earth’s cornucopia. The exhibition
‘Landesgartenschau 2020’ that was
hosted therein served as a liturgic
offering to a kingdom of bees, who,
as the demi-god arbiters of all things
land-art, overlooked the artistic process from afar.

In order to adequately accomodate
the bees the former main-site exhibition halls were equipped with beautiful
post-modern paintings of wild flower
fields, because biodiversity.

with: Nicola Arthen, Fattini Brambel,
Johannes Büttner, dieinternet.org,
Nina Kettiger, Jeffrey Alan Scudder
and Nicholas Warburg.

Art ... is My Burning Passion
Curatorial Detonation, 29.08.2020
see: archive

After two exceedingly successful group
shows hosted in the Mythical Institution’s gallery realm ‘an outlook’, the
academic board intensively pondered
about ways of honouring its ethos of
advancing contemporary art while sustaining a sense of curatorial flux.
No solution has been found but the
faculty is massively bored. And thus
the Mythical Institution declares:
the gallery shall be detonated.

Disclaimer: in prior to the commencement of the event all living creatures
have, of course, been evacuated from
the precinct. However, the post-modern formalist paintings of wild flowerfields #biodiversity are deliberately
kept in place for le grand opening. Jan
Berger has also stated his demand for
the accursed pop-up bar to be blown
to pieces. ‘Art ... is My Burning Passion’
is post-participatory (e.g. does not involve exhibiting artists).

Commission: Simon Denny. Mine
Minecraft component, K21, Düsseldorf, 05.09.2020 - 17.01.2021
see: webpage
The board of the Mythical Institution
was summoned to contribute a Minecraft venue for Simon Denny’s exhibition ‘Mine’ at K21, Düsseldorf.
According to the artist’s vision, the digital component comprises a replica of
the world-heritage-site Zeche Zollverein in North Rhine Westphalia, the largest coal-mining facility of its time. At
the bottom of the iconic Shaft 12 one
can find the replicated K21 exhibition
halls containing Minecraft equivalents
of Simon Denny’s exhibitited works.

The opening ceremony was accompanied by a display of fireworks and
a livestreamed tour by Simon Denny,
restreamed and commented by the
artist Joshua Citarella.

Is Marie Therese Good or Bad?
series of members-only events, 26.02.2021 - 25.06.2021
see: archive

After the dramatic detonation of the
gallery building in ‘Art ... is My Burning
Passion’ the faculty of the Mythical Institution was plagued with visions of
resurrection. The ghostly apparition
began to manifest: a realm on distant
shore it dreams, yearning to be called
into existence.
‘Is Marie Therese Good or Bad?’ featured a series of communal events,
workshops and social gatherings. Guided by JanBerger, the group cherished
nature’s divine offerings and engaged
in collaborative activities, such as:

1. a bookbinding workshop and poetry recital,
2. a photography workshop,
3. a mediation and monster slaying
workshop,
4. a history event and audiovisual
experience,
5. a conclusive party with perception
altering potions.

Mythical Institution - Anthology
mixed media, text, video installation, 33:53”, 2021
view here: https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/575049856

Mythical Institution - Anthology
installation view
photos: Reinis Lismanis

The Mythical Institution - Anthology is an exhibition set- (2) four seamlessly constructed wooden cubes,
up that seeks to didactically impart knowledge about (3) a series of banner-ephemera,
the Institution’s grandeur unto its visitors. It consists of: (4) a wire display holding beautiful postcards with nature,
(5) five framed collages and
(1) a video installation with
(6) a framed induction letter.

MI - Anthology
installation view

MI - Anthology
installation view

MI - Anthology
installation view

bauen wohnen denken

LARP server, collaborative practice, 2021 - 2022
webpage: https://mythical-institution.org/bwd/world.php

bauen wohnen denken
b w d Sub Page

bauen wohnen denken
in-game screenshots
krystallos citadel

bauen wohnen denken
in-game screenshots
aventurine bay

bauen wohnen denken
in-game screenshots
carnelian meadow

